
Webinar: Telepathology for the Toxicologic Pathologist

Additional Questions & Answers:

• What resolution (20x or 40x) do you recommend for slide scanning and why?

This is largely influenced by what the pathologist wishes to use the image file for. For image analysis (IA) and AI, a 
40x image is generally preferred; however in discussions with AI experts, there is data suggesting 20x may be 
best for specific applications. In the case of IA and AI, it is always best to discuss digital image capture with your 
IA/AI partners. For primary diagnosis and peer review 20x is generally sufficient, but this should be left to the 
discretion of the pathologist in terms of what they feel comfortable with. In the toxicology setting, blocking 
patterns tend to include as much tissue as possible within the slides, which can add considerable time (4x) to the 
scanning process as well as generating larger image file sizes when 40x is used.  The ultimate choice may well be 
dictated by the needs of the workflow utilized – i.e. how quickly the images are required and the system 
architecture used to move and or access the files. 
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Additional Questions & Answers:

• We heard a lot about the merits and advantages of telepathology. Could you elucidate on the 
disadvantages, limitations and risks associated with it?

A current risk for telepathology/digital pathology is its acceptance by the general pathology community.  There can be misconceptions based on 
an individuals previous experience, particularly if this was based on older technology causing poor image rendering or poor quality images. These 
earlier experiences help to perpetuate misconceptions about the potential utility of digital pathology within the toxicology community. As a 
pathology community we can certainly help mitigate this risk.  However, while images can be shared using proprietary programs such as Skype 
and Webex, bandwidth issues can still make this a less rewarding experience to share WSI live, compared to sitting at a multiheaded microscope. 
The initial investment in kit can be challenging if whole slide scanners are necessary for the intended use and the CRO community historically has 
been cautious about using Whole Slide Images as the default media until there is sufficient demand from sponsors. To date, there has been a 
more piecemeal use of WSI in routine toxicology studies and this could slow GLP validation and regulatory acceptance. If telepathology/digital 
pathology is used within a GLP context, the lack of formal regulatory guidance is challenging.  Validation approaches for telepathology/digital 
pathology are being done in a bit of a regulatory vacuum. Perhaps the biggest risk, is whether a systematic deployment of digital pathology 
including the application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) for decision support in assessing findings in toxicology studies will deliver a sustainable 
return on investment (increased efficiency) within a reasonable time frame. For consulting purposes, telepathology clearly is advantageous and 
emerging data suggests that the efficiency gains achievable using digital primary or peer review with or without AI may be impressive, but we 
need to have a stable workflow and more experience in this area.
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• What is the legal implication that comes out from digital based findings in veterinary 
diagnostics especially during dispute?

The assumption being that parties involved in any litigation would need to demonstrate the necessary level of 
due diligence had been applied to ensure the digital image was of sufficient quality to make a diagnosis from and 
that the pathologist using the digital image was trained or experienced in using this media. Scenarios may vary
depending on the diagnosis in question – i.e. necropsy image versus a whole slide scan or standard image file 
(JPEG, TIFF). Board certified veterinary pathologists are considered the experts and, as is the case with medical 
pathology, are expected to decide if the sample analyzed is acceptable for its intended use (diagnostics, etc).  
This would be the case whether the sample is a tissue sample on a glass slide or in a digital format.


